Get ready to discuss **Mistakes**

- **I HAVE MADE A HUGE MISTAKE**
- **MISTAKES WERE MADE**
- **I REGRET THIS DECISION**
- **MISTAKES WERE MADE**
- **MISTAKES**
- **I HAVE MADE THEM TODAY**
- One photo can tell a whole story.
- **THERE ARE NO MISTAKES**
- **JUST HAPPY LITTLE ACCIDENTS**
What are some of the main terms we need to know?
What are some of the major examples or repeated references?
What ideas were most shocking, interesting, confusing...?
You will need for full credit:
- What’s Your Scandal? Presentation notes
- Cheat Sheet
- 10 well-rounded questions
- Seminar discussion notes (taken during seminar)
You will each need 10 well-rounded questions
  - The questions should reference the text, another text we’ve read, a world issue, or a personal anecdote. No question should “stand alone.”
You need at least 2 questions with personal anecdotes.
You need at least 2 questions with current local, state, or world affairs. Bringing in secondary sources from magazines and newspapers will be highly appropriate and suggested. You can also bring in connections you’ve made with art, video, and images. (I can display/play them for you when asked.)
The other 6 questions can be connections or extensions made between texts/movies/videos we’ve read or watched
Your “Cheat Sheet” should be sufficient answers to those questions.
Write them on a separate sheet from your Cheat Sheet or highlight them and make me a legend.
Work in small groups of 2-4 to create a “cheat sheet,” discuss connections, create questions (all will be turned in after seminar). You will be expected to have lots of connections—get to work!

1. **Cheat Sheet for the chapters you’ve read:** summarize chapter and determine the argument, list the important terms, players, examples

2. **Make connections:** do you see any connections to *Into the Wild*, *Outliers*, your research novel, other discussions throughout the year? World issues? Current political scandals/events? World conflicts? Universal problems? Community/State/Federal problems?

3. **Create questions:** what would you like to discuss further? About what would you like the opinion of your peers? What would you like to see your peers debate? Is there a topic you’d like them to compare? (Think about what you discussed above. Those connections could be turned into questions.)